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Congratulations! You now own the most luxurious personal Hammock Tent on the 
market. Please check all components of your Haven when received, before using. Best 
to first set-up at home, to become familiar with the procedures for different 
circumstances, before heading out on the trail.  

When you arrive at your camp site, if you intend to light a fire, set your Haven Tent 
up-wind from the fire, and keep a look out for sparks that can be carried by circulating 
wind currents.  

Begin by finding two suitable hanging points - make sure you hang from healthy trees, 
and check the tree canopy overhead for dead branches that could fall, then use the 
tree straps to set up. A hang height of 60cm, approx knee-height above the ground is 
a good guide. (see video “Haven Rainfly Setup Guide”) 

Setting up your Haven Tent:  

Attaching the Rainfly later - release the tension from the Haven ridge-line, and 
disconnect the carabiner from the tree-strap. Attach the carabiners to the Rainfly 
following the instructions above, then pull tight and reconnect to the tree-straps and 
tension-up. Alternatively, the Rainfly can be set up independently - attach cords to the 
loops at both ends of the Rainfly, then attach these cords to the tree-strap loops, and 
tension-up the Rainfly.  

Now you’re ready to insert the two spreader-bars into the little pockets, and place the 
inflatable mattress on the hammock floor. Inflate with the bag-pump, and tuck the 
mattress into the corner pockets to keep in place.  

Stake out or roll up the Rainfly, with or without the bug-net and you’re done! Voila, a 
Lay-flat Hammock setup ready to offer a comfy night’s sleep.  

Never leave children unsupervised inside your Haven Tent, or any hammock - play it 
safe!  
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Side view for connecting procedure

Thread the carabiner up thru the rainfly 
slot from the underside, then back down 
thru the other slot from the topside and 
close the gate.

Haven Tent Ridge Line

Attach carabiner to 
end of ridge line

Underside view of Rainfly 
completed connection

Ridge Line

Pull carabiner tight and attach to the tree strap, then repeat 
at the other end. Now adjust tension to keep the ridgeline 
taught and level, or you may adjust for your head to be 
slightly higher or lower than your feet.Copyright: HammockWorld®/Haven TentsTM 2021
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